
rustic Original trophy



Trophies 
with Character

We talk about golf building character, well how 

about the first trophy to have character. That’s 

right, using 100+ year old ReClaimed Wood, 

your next trophy can have all the beauty and 

age that no piece of crystal with an etched logo 

will ever deliver.



OUR CREATION

HandCrafted in the Southern United States, our Rustic Trophies 
incorporate an artistic old look and feel. We start by cutting 
your logo out of .14 gauge steel and  finishing it off in several 
finishes of your choice. Then mounting that art to 100+ year old 
ReClaimed wood, and bring to life with a variety of enriching 
stains and character of the wood.
 
We’re not done yet. Taking it even further with the  addition 

of custom designed leather tags. Yes, leather tags. Available  in 
several colors, etched, and cut to almost any shape.  AND, we can 
even laser etch anything into the wood base!
 
Let our award winning Creative Director design a memorable 
addition to your most prestigious tournaments and events. Every 
order has a metallic Sharpie pen included. Flip over your trophy 
and write a personal message to the winner.  It’s a nice touch!



John Kuenzli

Director of Golf Operations

Northland Country Club

“I am always in search of a new or unique award item to 

present to our event winners that is in keeping with the 

stature of that Championship. When I saw your display at 

the PGA Merchandise Show I knew that I had found that 

item. However, when we received the trophies with our 

own logo they far exceeded my expectations. In more 

than 25 years of handing out awards and trophies I have 

never seen a reaction as the one when your trophies were 

presented. Thank you for helping take our event to the 

next level.”

Testimonial



The bases

The Details

• ReClaimed Wood (1”-1.5” Height)

• Etching available

• ReClaimed Wood (3”-4” Height)

• Etching available

• ReClaimed Wood (2”-2.75” Height)

• Etching available

Medium
Price: $175 (per unit)

Tall
Price: $175 (per unit)

MEGA
Price: $300 (per unit)

DarkMedium Cherry Green SinisterDocksideNatural

wood

Rust Matte Rust Worn Paint WornWhite Wash Brushed Steel Black MatteSteel Raw

metal

Our trophies are unique in many aspects. First off, we hand-
craft it to your desired selections, that’s right we want to give 
you control of how your trophy is going to look. Simply review 
the options below, select what you like and send us a list of 
details. We want you to be as proud presenting the trophy, as 

the winners are in receiving it. After all, since you selected it, you 
really should be in charge of designing. We also understand if you 
say “Let the Creative Director do his thing” and he will deliver a 
trophy unlike anything your club has presented before. Let’s get 
started from the base up.



etching

leather

Etching logo and event information into ReClaimed Wood, offers a 

unique look to your trophy. Darkness will vary due to the density of 

wood species. Price: $15 (per unit)

Paint filling is an awesome detail that is not perfect. 

We do not print pretty type on ReClaimed Wood since that would 

be far too easy and not authentic. Price: $30 (per unit)

The Details

Add a personal touch with a handwritten message to the winner. 

Write a message the winner with a provided 

metallic marker in black, gold or silver.

Sharpie colors

The Marker

OrangeSaddle GreenBlack Brown

ETCHED ETCHEDETCHED ETCHEDETCHED

Rust Brown

ETCHED



Metal: Brushed Steel
Wood: Medium
Stain: Natural
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Rust Matte
Wood: Tall
Stain: Dark
Leather: Brown
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price: $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Rust Matte
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Steel Raw
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price: $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

CREATION A CREATION B CREATION C CREATION D

Metal: Brushed Steel
Wood: Medium
Stain: Natural
Leather: Brown
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Brushed Steel
Wood: MEGA Medium
Stain: Natural
Leather: Brown
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $315 (per unit) 
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Raw Steel
Wood: MEGA
Stain: Medium
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $315 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Raw Steel
Wood: Medium
Stain: Medium
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

CREATION A CREATION B

Your Rustic Trophy Original Creations



Your Rustic Trophy Original Creations

Metal: Rust Matte
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Leather: Black
Price:  $175 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Steel Raw
Wood: Medium
Stain: Medium
Leather: Black
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

CREATION C CREATION D

Metal: Rust Matte
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Leather: Black
Price:  $175 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Rust Matte
Wood: MEGA
Stain: Dark
Leather: Black
Price:  $300 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Brushed Steel
Wood: Medium
Stain: Dark
Leather: Brown
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $190 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

Metal: Brushed Steel
Wood: MEGA
Stain: Dark
Leather: Brown
Etching: Top ($15 per unit)
Price:  $315 (per unit)
Quantity: TBD

CREATION C CREATION D



© 2020 Your LeaderBoard, Inc.

The digital images we use are computer renderings. There can be a slight 

difference between your finished product and the images here especially in 

the wood detail since grain varies. We make every effort to match the look 

of the your digital design, but understanding that reclaimed wood reacts 

differently to various stains. The artistic rusting of the metal can also have 

variations giving our trophies true character.

Wood and Stain
Your LeaderBoard cannot guarantee wood and stain colors due to the 

variances in the wood’s natural color, grain, etc. and there is no way to 

assure the exact color of wood. Sample colors or grain may also vary as the 

wood may be taken from various barns, which factors involve weathering, 

sun or shade, etc.

The photos on our PDF materials and web site, are provided to assist you 

in making a choice of wood and stain, and the various grades that a given 

wood is offered. 

• Color in the photo may vary from the actual wood due to: 

 – The translation and reproduction limitations of photography 

 – The limitations of viewing photos on individual monitor with variable 

    color & resolution

• Grain and character variation will be, greater than that shown in the photos. 

• The batch of wood from which these photos were taken may vary from 

   your product we supplied. The reasons for this variation between batches 

   includes:

 – Wood is a product of nature, and as such, no two pieces are alike, 

    while the same wood growing in different locales can vary greatly 

    even though it is the exact same species. 

Metal
Being man made the metal is consistent in thickness and weight however 

the artistic treatment to achieve our various appearances and finishes al-

ways varies.

Leather
Animal hides can also vary per batch. Etching is crisp, but when color is 

inserted the contrast of ink and leather may not match the comp.

material disclaimer


